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												VPS Hosting




	 99.9% Uptime SLA.
	
    Lightning Fast Speeds.
	 24/7/365 Support.





Power and control with fast SSD storage.




View Plans



Our managed virtual private server (VPS) hosting is powerful and scalable for those looking to host their site securely with no fuss.
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											Our managed virtual private server (VPS) hosting is powerful and scalable for those looking to host their site securely with no fuss.




                                        

                                    

                                

								                    

                

            

			                                            

                                        

                                    

									                        


                    

                

				                
					
										
										
					
													
                        
							                                    
                                        
					
											
                                            
												All managed VPS hosting plans include Fast Cloud VPS with SSD Storage , lightning-fast UK based servers and first-class support




Our servers are in a tier IV data center in the midlands (tier IV is the most secure).




            
			
						
				
                    
						                                
                                    
                                        
											VPS Standard




Perfect for a small project







    £9.99

    /mo





Order Now



	Storage 25 GB
	CPU Core 1
	RAM 2 GB
	IP Address 1 Free
	Traffic Unlimited





                                        

                                    

                                

								                                
                                    
                                        
											VPS Enhanced




Middle level plan







    £24.99

    /mo





Order Now



	Storage 125 GB
	CPU Core 4
	RAM 4 GB
	IP Address 1 Free
	Traffic Unlimited





                                        

                                    

                                

								                                
                                    
                                        
											VPS Grow




High level plan







    £49.49

    /mo





Order Now



	Storage 350 GB
	CPU Core 6
	RAM 12 GB
	IP Address 1 Free
	Traffic Unlimited





                                        

                                    

                                

								                                
                                    
                                        
											VPS Ultimate




Powerful VPS package





    £79.99

    /mo





Order Now



	Storage 500 GB
	CPU Core 8
	RAM 16 GB
	IP Address 1 Free
	Traffic Unlimited





                                        

                                    

                                

								                    

                

            

			            
			
						
				
                    
						                                
                                    
                                        
											*VAT not included. It will be added where applicable. 
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    Click to expand VPS specifications
    
        Hardware

        Intel CPU BASE virtualization 

        	Reading Speed	500 MB/s
	Write Speed	500 MB/s
	IOPS	95000
	Raid Level	RAID 5 (3 replicas)
	Virtualization	KVM



        DataCenter

        	Location	Luxembourg
	Connection	> 100 Gbps
	Switch Connection	> 10 Gbps
	IPv4	[image: check]

	Traffic	Fair use



        Web Server

        	Nginx	[image: check]

	AppacheHTTP	[image: check]




        Operating system & Control panel

        	Supported Linux OS	Almalinux, CentOS, CloudLinux, Ubuntu, Debian
	Supported Windows Server OS	Windows server 2019, Windows server 2022
	Supported Control Panels	Plesk, cPanel, no control panel



        More Functions

        	Statistics	[image: check]

	CronJobs	Unlimited



        Management

        	Service Level	Basic   
	Software Update	[image: check]

	Backup	Optional
	Monitoring	[image: check]

	Costumer Interface	[image: check]

	Email support	[image: check]




        Contract

        	Contract Term	1 month, optional longer
	Notice period	1 day before the end of billing cycle.
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												What Sets our VPS hosting apart?




Best-in-class support, available 24/7/365.




Our managed VPS hosting gives you the power and flexibility you need to succeed.  You'll benefit from round-the-clock support from our competent team of experts. In addition to superb support, we use Ceph -a software-defined storage solution which focuses on block, file, and object storage. It allows us to run Virtual Machines quickly on various cluster nodes and is distributed across all machines to prevent data loss.
Have a sales or support question?
Submit a ticket here for support or tips from a dedicated team of hosting professionals. 




                                            

                                        

                                    

									                        


                    

                

				                
					
										
										
					
													
                        
							                                    
                                        
					
											
                                            
												What our customers say…




            
			
						
				
                    
						                                
                                    
                                        
											View Our Reviews On TrustSpot




                                        

                                    

                                

								                    

                

            

			                                            

                                        

                                    

									                        


                    

                

				                
					
										
										
					
													
                        
							                                    
                                        
					
											
                                            
												Hosting.co.uk Virtual Private Servers Features




All of our UK managed virtual private server packages include:
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24/7/365 hosting support
Our team of experts offer round the clock support to ensure that you get the help you need, when you need it. Whenever you want a hand, we’re always here.
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99.9% uptime






Our tier IV UK data centre ensure that you receive the reliable hosting that you deserve, keeping your VPS online for your customers. 100% uptime is the norm.




                                        

                                    

                                

								                    

                

            

			            
			
						
				
                    
						                                
                                    
                                        
											[image: Full VPS hardware management]


Full VPS hardware management
We fully monitor and maintain your VPS hosting to ensure that everything is always working at its best.
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Operating system configuration
Our managed VPS hosting packages always include your choice of OS, installed and configured by us.






                                        

                                    

                                

								                    

                

            

			            
			
						
				
                    
						                                
                                    
                                        
											[image: Consultancy on software and hardware]


Consultancy on software and hardware
Our team of experts are always on hand to help you decide on the right equipment for your needs.
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Core OS and software services management
We always monitor key areas like Core OS and your software to ensure that any discrepancies are resolved immediately.
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Guaranteed CPU and RAM
With your own dedicated CPU and RAM, you benefit from 100% of the resources that you select.
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Proxmox VE Hosting
We operate high-end servers Proxmox VE servers which run across three virtual machines. It’s ideal for cloud management in cluster mode. It prevents data loss and downtime.
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UNLIMITED traffic
With unlimited traffic across all of our VPS hosting packages, you’ll never have to worry about traffic again.
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Free VPS migration
To make the move simpler, we’ll migrate your VPS plane from your current host to us completely free of charge.
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Your choice of Linux OS
We have a choice of Linux OS for you to host with, meaning the right system for your needs. These include CentOS, Fedora and Debian.
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Dedicated IP address included
Every one of our VPS hosting plans comes with a clean dedicated IP address. However, if you need more, configure your plan during signup to add up to 4 dedicated IPs. If you're already a client, just get in touch, and we'll give you a quote.
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cPanel and WebHost Manager
To make your life that much easier, all of our packages include the best control panel combo in the business. With Web Host Manager, you’re given the control you need, whilst your clients operate on the user-friendly cPanel.
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Automatic Daily Backup
Make sure you always have a copy of your website in case anything goes wrong. Choose how much space you need at checkout, with 5GB starting at only £15/year, going up to 200GB for £375/year.






                                        

                                    

                                

								                    

                

            

			            
			
						
				
                    
						                                
                                    
                                        
											[image: Full programming support]


Full programming support
Each account you create through your hosting plan supports PHP, MySQL, Perl, HTML, CSS, HTML5, JavaScript, Python, Ruby on Rails and more.
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Simple management
Providing WebHost Manager and cPanel, we equip our clients with the easiest tools for creating and managing hosting accounts.
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White label
Our hosting services are white label, allowing you to sell hosting services under your own branding. Your customers will never know we’re your suppliers, you will be a hosting company in your own right.
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Free SEO tools
All of our VPS plans include valuable integrated SEO tools to help your rankings improve.
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DDOS Protection
Your VPS will be protected by 1,000Gbps of DDOS protection from attacks.
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SSL Encryption
Enable secure connections with unlimited 2048-bit Comodo SSL certificates






                                        

                                    

                                

								                    

                

            

			                                            

                                        

                                    

									                        


                    

                

				                
					
										
										
					
													
                        
							                                    
                                        
					
											
                                            
												Hosting.co.uk Virtual Private Servers Features
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24/7/365 hosting support

Our team of experts offer round the clock support to ensure that you get the help you need, when you need it. Whenever you want a hand, we’re always here.
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99.9% uptime







Our tier IV UK data centre ensure that you receive the reliable hosting that you deserve, keeping your VPS online for your customers. 100% uptime is the norm.
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Full VPS hardware management

We fully monitor and maintain your VPS hosting to ensure that everything is always working at its best.
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Operating system configuration

Our managed VPS hosting packages always include your choice of OS, installed and configured by us.
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Consultancy on software and hardware

Our team of experts are always on hand to help you decide on the right equipment for your needs.
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Core OS and software services management

We always monitor key areas like Core OS and your software to ensure that any discrepancies are resolved immediately.
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Guaranteed CPU and RAM

With your own dedicated CPU and RAM, you benefit from 100% of the resources that you select.
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Upgrade/Downgrade At Any Time

At Hosting.co.uk, we understand that requirements change. That’s why our packages are scalable to your needs and you can upgrade or downgrade at any time.
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UNLIMITED bandwidth

With unlimited bandwidth across all of our VPS hosting packages, you’ll never have to worry about bandwidth again.
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Free VPS migration

To make the move simpler, we’ll migrate your VPS plane from your current host to us completely free of charge.
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Your choice of Linux OS

We have a choice of Linux OS for you to host with, meaning the right system for your needs. These include CentOS, Fedora and Debian.
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Dedicated IP address included

Every one of our VPS hosting plans comes with a clean dedicated IP address. However, if you need more, configure your plan during signup to add up to 4 dedicated IPs. If you're already a client, just get in touch, and we'll give you a quote.
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cPanel and WebHost Manager

To make your life that much easier, all of our packages include the best control panel combo in the business. With Web Host Manager, you’re given the control you need, whilst your clients operate on the user-friendly cPanel.
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Automatic Daily Backup

Make sure you always have a copy of your website in case anything goes wrong. Choose how much space you need at checkout, with 5GB starting at only £15/year, going up to 200GB for £375/year.
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Full programming support

Each account you create through your hosting plan supports PHP, MySQL, Perl, HTML, CSS, HTML5, JavaScript, Python, Ruby on Rails and more.
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Simple management

Providing WebHost Manager and cPanel, we equip our clients with the easiest tools for creating and managing hosting accounts.
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White label

Our hosting services are white label, allowing you to sell hosting services under your own branding. Your customers will never know we’re your suppliers, you will be a hosting company in your own right.
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Free SEO tools

All of our VPS plans include valuable integrated SEO tools to help your rankings improve.
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DDOS Protection

Your VPS will be protected by 1,000Gbps of DDOS protection from attacks.
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SSL Encryption

Enable secure connections with unlimited 2048-bit Comodo SSL certificates






                                        

                                    

                                

								                    

                

            

			                                            

                                        

                                    

									                        


                    

                

				                
					
										
										
					
													
                        
							                                    
                                        
					
											
                                            
												Your Double-Lock Guarantee




Try our managed VPS hosting entirely risk free!
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99.9% Uptime Guarantee
Get consistent 99.9% uptime all year long. Over the course of a year, your website will be accessible to visitors 99.9% of the time.
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100% Money-Back Guarantee
We’re so confident in our website hosting service that we offer a full 30 day money-back guarantee on all packages. That’s unconditional, no quibbles. Happy customers are our priority. Did you see our reviews?
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												Ask an Expert




Talk to a sales expert to set a custom plan. Get all you need to attract new customers to your amazing website.




Fix a call



                                            

                                        

                                    

									                        


                    

                

				                
					
										
										
					
													
                        
							                                    
                                        
					
											
                                            
												Set up a new site in minutes




A quick and easy setup for UK web hosts
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One-click install
Install WordPress, Joomla, Drupal and many more. Fast installation. No advanced technical knowledge required!
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FREE migration
Our experts will migrate one existing website quickly, seamlessly and free of charge.
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FAST migration
If you switch to us, we’ll migrate your website hosting over from your old provider within 24 hours.
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What is a VPS, Virtual Private Server and VPS Hosting?
You might hear three interchangeable terms being used for VPS hosting. These are VPS, virtual private server and VPS hosting.
All three of these terms refer to a web hosting package that takes one physical server and virtually divides it into numerous servers. All of these individual servers will have RAM and disk space specifically assigned to each of them, that is not shared with any of the other clients within the physical server.
The above features are what differentiates VPS hosting from shared hosting. The RAM and disk space that is specifically assigned to your website reduces the chances that the server will not reach the demand you require. The sites in your account are the only ones who have access to these resources.
Read our ultimate simple guide to VPS hosting to find out more.









Do I need managed or unmanaged VPS hosting?
If you choose to have a managed VPS hosting package, you’ll be asking us to take responsibility for the configuration of the server, the maintenance of it, and keeping it safe. On the other hand, if you would like to be in control of all these factors, then unmanaged is the right choice for you. Choosing unmanaged will require a solid technical knowledge to effectively manage your VPS yourself.
For more information about the difference between the two, read the difference between managed and unmanaged VPS here.



Is VPS hosting the right choice for my website?
A virtual private server is often the solution for people looking for more resources than shared or reseller hosting packages offer – but who are not yet ready (or not yet willing to pay) for a dedicated server. As a result, VPS hosting is often thought of as a halfway point between shared hosting and a dedicated server.
If your current web or reseller hosting does not have enough resources – such as Disk Space, or Data Transfer – to meet your needs, but you don’t want the expense of a dedicated server , then you should consider one of our VPS hosting packages.



How can a managed VPS help me?
Once a website reaches a certain size, or has enough traffic coming to it, the needs and requirements begin to change. If you have been on a shared hosting package and need further customisation and control over your hosting solution, then VPS is the right choice for you. On the other end of the conversation, if you have a dedicated server that is vastly over the top for the demand your sites put on it, downscaling to a managed VPS could save you a lot of costs.



What are the benefits of VPS hosting?
Perhaps you have a particularly large, high-volume website, or have specific requirements for your hosting. If this is the case, chances are you’ve looked into dedicated servers. The catch here, however, is that dedicated servers often come with a substantial price tag. This is where VPS hosting comes into its own.
VPS hosting allows for greater customisation and additional control over your environment when compared with shared hosting. It can also grow and adapt to the traffic your site receives and the resources it demands as it matures.



Why Linux VPS's? Is Windows VPS hosting an option?
It’s simple – the virtualisation performance and stability of a Linux package is far superior to that of a Windows VPS hosting plan. The uptime and speed of your website is important, which is why Linux makes sense every time.
Another great thing about Linux is that their virtual private servers offer a huge range of compatibility, supporting WordPress, Joomla and Drupal. Linux VPS’s are also compatible with key web development technology including PHP, MySQL, Perl, CGI, HTML, HTML5, JavaScript, PostreSQL and more.
Not only all this, but ASP/.NET translators can also be installed. Needless to say, you’re well supported with Linux!



Why use proxmox virtual server environment?  
Our high-end servers come with proxmox cloud hypervisor which runs over our virtual machines.  Your production environment will have the most flexibility possible thanks to Proxmox VE, which combines two virtualization technologies on a single platform. Utilize lightweight containers to run Linux programs without causing conflicts and KVM full virtualization for Windows and Linux images. A significant benefit of proxmox is its capacity to prevent data loss, which enables us to quickly operate Virtual Machines on several cluster nodes. Think of this model as extra layers of protection against extended downtime. 



What are some features that we allow on our servers? 
Connection between a dedicated server in the same data centre and a VM from the cloud. 
We also provide a backup system with four most recent copies that runs throughout the night while the computers are functioning allows a complete restoration of the machine's backup state. 
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				Exploring the Different Types of VPS Hosting Services in the UK
			


						
				As the heartbeat of this internet age, we understand the critical role a robust online presence plays in personal and...

									Read More
							

					

	



	
				
			
			

		
	
			
		
			
			
				Unveiling Hosting.co.uk’s Next-Generation Dedicated Server Hosting for 2023: Empowering Performance and Unparalleled Control
			


						
				In today's digital age, a robust and reliable dedicated server is the backbone of any successful online presence. Hosting.co.uk, a...

									Read More
							

					

	



	
				
			
			

		
	
			
		
			
			
				Empowering Web Development and SaaS: Hosting.co.uk’s Flexible and Scalable Dedicated Server Hosting Solutions
			


						
				In the realm of web development and Software as a Service (SaaS), having a reliable and adaptable hosting solution is...

									Read More
							

					

	



	
				
			
			

		
	
			
		
			
			
				Powering Enterprise and E-commerce: Hosting.co.uk’s Reliable and Powerful Dedicated Server Hosting Solutions
			


						
				In the fast-paced world of enterprise and e-commerce, a reliable and robust hosting solution is essential to ensure maximum uptime...

									Read More
							

					

	



	
				
			
			

		
	
			
		
			
			
				Unleash Gaming and Media Streaming Potential with Hosting.co.uk’s Low-Latency and High-Speed Dedicated Servers
			


						
				In the ever-expanding world of gaming and media streaming, delivering a seamless and immersive experience is paramount. Hosting.co.uk recognizes the...

									Read More
							

					

	



	
				
			
			

		
	
			
		
			
			
				Complete Guide to Domain Transfer: How to Transfer Your Domain to Hosting.co.uk
			


						
				If you're looking to transfer your domain to a reliable and reputable domain registration provider, Hosting.co.uk is an excellent choice....

									Read More
							

					

	



	
				
			
			

		
	
			
		
			
			
				A Beginner’s Guide to VPS Hosting 
			


						
				If you are about to dive deep into the world of web hosting, it might be time to move from...

									Read More
							

					

	



	
				
			
			

		
	
			
		
			
			
				VPS Hosting vs Dedicated Hosting: The Differences you need to know
			


						
				Let us explore key differences of VPS vs Dedicated hosting, two of the most powerful hosting solutions on the market....

									Read More
							

					

	



	
				
			
			

		
	
			
		
			
			
				How Does VPS Hosting Work?
			


						
				VPS hosting gives you more control and more storage, but when your website is hosted on a VPS, you’re fully...

									Read More
							

					

	



	
				
			
			

		
	
			
		
			
			
				Everything You Need To Know About Email on VPS
			


						
				Most businesses rely a great deal on emails to communicate with staff and customers alike. Many web hosting providers offer...

									Read More
							

					

	


		

	


	







                                            

                                        

                                    

									                        


                    

                

				                
					
										
										
					
													
                        
							                                    
                                        
					
											
                                            
												Our Other Types of VPS hosting




            
			
						
				
                    
						                                
                                    
                                        
											FreeBSD VPS 
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Address

	Stablepoint Limited t/a Hosting.co.uk
	5 Sydney Street
	SW3 6PU London
	VAT Number: GB318403717 (203)-514-5647
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